
 

 

 

Four Things You Need to Know if You 
Consume B2B Sales Leads  

 
Companies spend three to four percent of revenue on lead generation, much of which is wasted. If you are 
responsible for allocating your company’s lead generation spend you should already be aware of the 
following factors in the B2B lead generation process. 
  
1. Only 1% of content is read by prospects prior to follow up   

• Referencing content in follow up contact is a waste of time 
• Follow up quickly because leads get stale fast 

 
2. Only 50% of outsourced leads are followed up 

• Market wide, only 50% of top of funnel leads are followed up fully and completely 
 

3. SDR’s are customers too! (and their satisfaction can suffer) 
• Leads don’t answer the phone 
• Leads don’t remember previous contact (poor activation/engagement) 
• Leads aren’t related to talk tracks/sales playbook 

 
4. Prospect the total addressable market (but do so smartly) 

• Don’t let your vendors bias your outreach targets  
• Prospect with Predictive Data—focus on buyers, not just hand raisers 

 
Turn these problems into opportunities using BlueWhale’s DEMAND 
INTELLIGENCE lead generation programs consisting of the following: 
 
Intelligent Targeting and Fit   Demand that your campaigns be targeted based on a “right-for-you” 
combination of ABM data, predictive analytics data, installed base data, and the best possible contact fit. 
Update the targeting periodically as the program develops. This process is not one size fits all.   
 
Intelligent Conversations   Demand that suppliers use dedicated calling and QC teams who are 
explicitly trained on your product and value proposition. They will use unique scripts designed to collect 
the maximum insight from every call to get discover demand and provide you SDR’s with call notes and 
other lead activation data connected to proven talk tracks for your team. Demand that your SDR’s are 
treated like customers.   
 
Intelligent Insight   Demand the collection, analysis and transparent presentation of the lead generation 
partner’s production statistics in comparison with other similar campaigns to inform intelligence decisions 
about program improvements.  
 
Intelligent Incentives   Demand that your demand generation programs help you to optimize the 
combination of in-house and out-of-house costs.  This means paying for your activated leads by the hour 
while measuring their value by the lead, to avoid wasted spend on nurturing leads that aren’t interested, 
qualified, or responsive.  Make use of an efficient payment model that reduces overall cost and increases 
ROI. 
 
Take a meeting with BlueWhale Research to share your experience and tailor your Demand Intelligence 
program to your lead generation goals and start generating more revenue without increasing spend.  
 
Contact us at: sales@bluewhaleresearch.com | 415-724-7549 | www.bluewhaleresearch.com 


